2* Definitions and fundamental properties* For the definitions and the basic properties concerning unbounded representations (resp. locally convex *-algebras) the reader is referred to [9, 11] (resp. [2, 4] ).
Let π be a closed ^-representation on a Hubert space § of a pseudo-complete symmetric locally convex *-algebra A. Then π(A) is an algebra of linear operators all defined on a common dense domain S)(ττ) in § and we have for all ξ,7je ®(π) and xeA, and (I + π{x*)π{x))~ι exists and lies in ττ(A), where I is an identity operator on ®(π). On the basis of π{A) we define a certain unbounded operator algebra.
Let S be a pre-Hilbert space with inner product (|) and let !Q be the completion of ®. We denote the set of all linear operators on © by DEFINITION 2.1. Let SI be a subalgebra of =S^(S)) with an identity operator /. 21 is called a symmetric #-algebra on ® if the following conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied;
(1) There exists an involution on SI; A -> A # such that for all A e 21 and ζ, η e ®, (2 ) (1+ A*A)" 1 exists and lies in 2I 6 for all A e SI, where let 3t 6 be the set of all bounded operators in 31.
Let 21 be a symmetric #-algebra on 3). Each A in 21 is a closable operator on ίg and hence we denote the closure of A by A and put « = {A; A e 21}. DEFINITION 2.2. Let 21 be a symmetric #-algebra on ®. If SI 6 is a C*-algebra (resp. TF*-algebra), then 21 is said to be an 2?C*-algebra (resp. i?PF*-algebra).
REMARK. If 21 is an £ϋ # -algebra (resp. J£tF*-algebra) on ®, then 21 becomes an E'C^-algebra (resp. £I^*-algebra) defined by P. G. Dixon [5] .
Let S, T be closed operators on a Hubert space φ. If S + Γ is closable, then S + T is called the strong sum of S and T, and is denoted S + T. The strong product is likewise defined to be ST, if it exists, and is denoted S-T. The strong scalar multiplication of λe& ((£; the field of complex numbers) and T is defined by λ !Γ = λΓ if λ ^ 0 and λ T = 0, if λ = 0. 
® = n ®(A) = n
Proo/. By Proposition 2.5 we get ® = n^ea®(A). Since A* = A* for all AeSI, we have We define several locally convex topologies in a symmetric #-algebra 31 on 35.
(1) The weak topology. The locally convex topology, induced by the seminorms; for each ζ, η e 35, is called the weak topology. Under the weak topology 31 is a locally convex #-algebra. Since
the weak topology is in accord with the topology induced by the seminorms {P ζ , ξ ( ); f e®}. If SI is an EΌ^algebra on 3), then S is a G.B*-algebra defined by P. G. Dixon [4] under the weak topology.
(2) The strong topology. The strong topology is the locally convex topology induced by the seminorms; = ||Γ£||,£e5>. Let SI be a symmetric #-algebra on 3). We define the commutant 2Γ of 2t by SI' = (C6^( §); (CAζ\η) -(Cί|A*^) for all AeSI and £, ye® where let ^(φ) be the set of all bounded linear operators on PROPOSITION 2.8. Let % be a (resp. closed) symmetric %-algebra on 3). I%£w SI' is a von Neumann algebra and furthermore for each C6 SI' we have CQa® (resp. CQaQ) and CAξ = ACf (resp. CAζ = AC£) /or αW A e 3t and £ e ®. We call % E the reduced #W*-algebra of SI. and it follows that E m ξ e Π^ea S)(AJ) = 3ft. Consequently we have 3ft -£^£). We shall show JS^ e SI'. For each A 6 3ft and ζ, ί? e ® we have and hence ^6 SI'.
(3) By Proposition 2.8 it is clear that i£® is an Si-invariant subspace of ®. We can easily show that 2?® is τ 0 -closed. DEFINITION 3.4 Let SI be a closed symmetric #-algebra on ® and let Ee($ί') p . By Proposition 3.3 (3), 3ft = E® is an 31-invariant τ 0 -closed subspace of ®. We define A E -A* and % E = {A^; A e 31} . Proof. If % is a (resp. closed) symmetric #-algebra on ®, for all ^6/ί, it is easily shown that ILe^St, is a (resp. closed) symmetric #-algebra on 3)(2t). We shall show that S 6 = φ, e^( C)i, if % is an TF*-algebra on ©, for every re/ί. Suppose that A = (Λ) f6^a j. We define the amplification of an j^T^-algebra SI onto SI® J. Let % x and SC 2 be JSW^algebras on ® x and S) a respectively. Let © be the subspace of § = & <g) £ 2 generated by {f L <g) f 2 ; & 6 S) x , £ 2 e 5)J and denoted by ® x (x) ® 2 . Clearly ® is a dense subspace of φ. For each T, e %, and T 2 e 2t 2 we get an operator T 1 (x) Γ 2 on S) defined by is a closed EW*-algebra on 3\ §) ^2. LEMMA 4.1. Let % be a (resp. closed) symmetric ^-algebra on 3). Then SL is a (resp. closed) symmetric §-algebra on 3)oo(2I). (1) and (4) => (3) (1) => (2); By a slight modification of the argument (3) => (4) we can easily show (1) =^ (2). DEFINITION 4.4. We denote by SI*(resp. 2li) the set of all σ-weakly continuous (resp. positive) linear functionals on §1 and 21* is called the predual of 21.
Furthermore, if 21 is an EW*-algebra on 3), then 2L is an EW % -algebra on %J$). Let % be a symmetric %-algebra on 3). A linear functional φ on SI is called positive if φ(
For Ae2I and /e2X*, we define actions of 2ί on / by;
(fA)(T) = f(AT), (Af)(T) = f(TA)
for each Te2I. Then we have fA, Af e2ί*.
Let 21 be a closed j&T^-algebra on ®. By Lemma 4.1. 2L is a closed £W # -algebra on ® TO (2X). For each Te% and φ e2l*(resp. 21+) putting ^oo(TΌo) = φ(T), ψoo is a weakly continuous (resp. positive) linear functional on 2L,. Moreover, for each T e 2I 6 and φ e 2I*(resp. 2tt) putting φ{T) = φ{T), φ belongs to the predual (2U)*(resp. (%)i) of a von Neumann algebra 2I δ . LEMMA 4.5. Let 21 be a closed EW*-algebra on S). Let φ and ψ in 21*.
(
Proof.
(1) For each Te SI, let T 00 = U oa \T 00 \ be the polar decomposition of Too. Then we have C7«,e(2Ioo) & and | T*, | e (SLK Let I 1 *, I = I XdE(X) be the spectral decomposition of | T^ | and for each n, putting X n = VxdE(X), we get X n e(?ί oo ) h .
Since < 
(T) = f(T).
(2 ) Suppose T e 2#. Then it is easy to show T^ 6 (2too)ί. Let
To, = \ XdE(x) be the spectral decomposition of Tl and putting, for each n, T n = \*XdE(X).
By (1), we have lim^ φ^X^ = ^(Too).
Jo
Furthermore, since φ^O and -3Γ w e(2too)ί, ^(-XJ ^ 0 for each n. Therefore we get <p(T) = φJ,TJ) ^ 0. (1) and (4) (1) => (2) By a slight modification of the argument (3) => (4), (1) => (2) is easily shown. 5* The structure of a o-weakly continuous homomorphism* In this section we shall show that a tf-weakly continuous homomorphism of a closed ίϊΐ^-algebra is decomposed in the following three types; a spatial isomorphism, an induction and an amplification. Let % be a closed symmetric #-algebra on © and let ξ e 3X We denote by X? the subspace of 2) generated by {Γ£; ΓGSI}. Let (X?)" be the closure of XJ under the induced topology r 0 and let J&J be the projection onto XJ. Then, by Proposition 3.3, £7f e §Γ and £7f® = DEFINITION 5.3. If (Xf)~ = S), then <f is called a strongly cyclic vector for St.
LEMMA 5.4. Let §I(resp. S3, SBj .) δe α closed symmetric §-algebra on ®(resp. @, © x ) and ϊβί Φ(resp. Φ λ ) be a homomorphism , of % onto S3(resp. S3 2 ). If there is a strongly cyclic vector ξ e @(resp. £ 2 e ©J /or SS(resp. SS /or aK ΓeSί, ίfeew Φ = Φ x .
Proof. Putting U Q ; Φ(T)ζ -Φ^T)^, we have, for all T e §1, -||Φ(Γ)f|| 2 , so that U o is an isometric isomorphism of Φ(9!)f onto Φ^ϊtjίi and furthermore, since f(resp. fj is a cyclic vector for 23(resp. S3J, ί7 0 is extended to an isometric isomorphism U of Si -© onto ^ = @ Proof. (1) Suppose that S3 has a strongly cyclic vector ^ 6 ©. Putting
φ(T) = (Φ(T)η\η) ,
9 is a σ-weakly continuous positive linear functional on 31. ByProposition 4.3 there exists a £«, = (ξ lf ζ 2 , , ξ n , •) e©oo(2ί) such that ψ -ΣΓ=i co ξi . Let S) x = ® ( §) ^(^ a separable Hubert space), let Sti = 2t ( §) I ftl and let Φ x be an amlification of SI onto 2t le By Lemma 5.2 there exists an element a? of 3^ such that <£>(T) = (Φ^TWx) for all Γe2l. By Proposition 3.11 %_ is a closed JSW # -algebra on S) lβ Let ® 2 -(3E;i)-and let E = E*κ Let SI 2 = (210* and let Φ 2 be an induction of SIj. onto 2t 2 . By Theorem 3.5 2t 2 is a closed EW*-&lgebΐ& on S 2 and for all ΓeSI. Furthermore, Φ 2 oφ ι is a homomorphism of SC onto §I 2 , Φ is a homomorphism of §1 onto 33 and x(resp. rj) is a strongly cyclic vector for 2t 2 (resp. S3), so that, by Lemma 5.4, we get Φ = Φ 2 oφ lβ Putting Φ 3 is a spatial isomorphism of Sl 2 onto 33. Clearly we have Φ = Φ 3 oφ 2 oφ 1# (2 ) In a general case we shall prove the theorem. Suppose that {η t }eeΛ is a maximal family such that {η c } ceΛ cz& and ©, = (3^)" is mutually orthogonal. Let E t = 2£®, for every r e A and then ^ 6 23' and furthermore we get Σ^i^ = /, by the maximality of {η] tGΛ . 
